CHAPTER 7
Chinese practice and Western theory
The theories of the West versus the practices of the East (understanding one with the other)
The phrase 'on the other hand' is often credited to economists and provides a useful array of unconsidered theoretical alternatives. Certainly strategic theory has more than two limbs. A slowly protruding extra limb is emerging in China as a suitable appendage to allow 'on the third hand', the Chinese middle way. We will examine contrasting interpretations, showing how even eccentric strategic paradigms can be assessed on their implications for Chinese strategy. We will also provide a direct link with Western thinking and Chinese practice.
We know that Chinese managers presently in very senior roles do not have wide exposure to Western managerial practices. But that position is now changing rapidly with many younger managers obtaining senior positions in the entrepreneurial sectors, especially IT. It is Chinese middle managers, upwardly mobile and experiencing Western practices (with many managers trained in the US) who are more likely to spark strategic change than older Chinese chief executives. Western organizations are no different -the pressure for improvement may be downwards, but the push for change is more often upwards.
The change in Chinese strategic characteristics has not received the studied Western theoretical attention it merits. Some strategies, for example, may allow remnants of communist planning to survive, but recent experience indicates that there has been considerable trial and error reform. Evolutionary strategies require Chinese market systems to be effi cient, yet this is not the case, with, for example, currency and quota restrictions on trade. Legal systems are slow to change and arbitration provides a handy midway point for the Chinese. Why should the world go West when, as George Orwell pointed out, 'it's an eccentricity to be white'?
Strategy from culture
Strategic thinking emphasizes an alignment with national cultural characteristics. Culture has one overriding feature -controlling adjustment to behavior and emotion through the social context. Strategy also has one overriding feature -controlling adjustment to uncertainty and complexity within a social context. Two factors in problem solving, uncertainty and the social context, are thus combined. Add in an emotional leader of an organization and you have the 'wild card' third factor.
The leader may set a general direction, but we often forget that it is the manager who seeks the advantage, who arranges the loans and negotiates the contracts, who conducts the economic exchange. Can we extend Western economic ideas to explain and predict how a Chinese manager will behave under the changing rules of a global game?
A base of resources
If we accept that organizational resources are formed from and by national and social managerial groups, those resources can be considered as intrinsic values and not just tangible assets. Resource base theory therefore assumes that an organization is composed of resources which are diffi cult to imitate yet which provide an economic advantage over others. This concept, however, does appear to be rather static. Existing values and assets need an interaction with a dynamic system to adapt for future uncertainty.
Chinese resources are generated and interact through relational networking, a well-known but not fully understood practice called guanxi. This term will be explained in more detail throughout this book. It is an important concept to grasp as it is often misunder-
